


Dickie V's ABCs and 1-2-3s: A Great Start for Young Superstars, Dick Vitale, Ascend Books, 2011,
0983061920, 9780983061922, 33 pages. Dickie V's ABCs and 1-2-3s, the first little book in the Dick
Vitale Children's Literacy Initiative, is AWESOME BABY! It's a children's alphabet and counting book
from the legendary ESPN college basketball analyst, Dick Vitale. In the book, children learn their
alphabet through high-energy basketball words that Dick uses in his national broadcasts. For
example, "D" is for "dunk" and "J" is for "jump". In the counting section of the book, Dick leads kids
in counting using colorful basketballs. The book has a special feature (may not be available on all
e-readers): a video introduction by Dick Vitale and digital audio clips for all 26 letters in
VitaleÐ²Ð‚â„¢s own voice "broadcasting" different phrases to encourage the child, including "You
and Me-What a Team" and Vitale's signature catchphrase: "You're Awesome, Baby!" The book is
illustrated with a colorful menagerie of animal characters and a tiny little version of Dickie V. Dr.
Bryan Nelson, a long-time member of the American Academy of Pediatrics says the book is an
excellent tool for early childhood development. 
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Basketball the right way , Robin Roberts, Aug 28, 2000, , 48 pages. Discusses the fundamental
skills of basketball--dribbling, passing, shooting, and rebounding; understanding the team concept;
dealing with difficult situations; and more..

PM Alphabet Starter X 1 G , Beverley Randell, 1995, English language, 14 pages. Introduces the
letter G, and some words beginning with G. Suggested level: junior..

Dribbling, shooting, and scoring--sometimes , Gary Paulsen, Jul 1, 1976, Sports & Recreation, 30
pages. Humorous text and photos of professional players explain various basketball techniques..

Basketball , Mark Stewart, Jan 1, 2009, Juvenile Nonfiction, 48 pages. A comprehensive history of
basketball focusing on its evolution, momentous events, and key personalities..

Breakdown , Chuck Dixon, Aug 30, 2011, , 144 pages. Playing hero was easy... then they killed his
family! Jeff Carey was the first of a new breed of men - gifted with abilities that could have made him
an object of fear. Instead ....

The Search for the Book of Thoth , , Jan 1, 2012, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. Presents the myth
of Prince Neferkaptah whose search for a great book of knowledge is hindered by the gods..

Let's Play Basketball , Shane McFee, Jan 1, 2008, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages. Explains the
fundamentals of basketball, including the court, equipment, rules, scoring, and player positions..

Learning A, B, C's With Seth , Dr. Joyce William Teal, Feb 10, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, . Learning A,
B, C s with Seth will become your child s favorite book. Your child can learn to identify the letters of
the alphabet. Later, he or she can learn to write the ....

Basketball , Bernie Blackall, 1997, , 32 pages. .

Slocum #396 Slocum and the Scavenger Trail, Jake Logan, Jan 31, 2012, Fiction, 192 pages. When
three greenhorn prospector are ambushed and killed-and another one goes missing-on Slocum's
watch, he's got to set things right by finding the lost man. Turns out someone ....

Plane Sense , Faa, , , . .
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For information communication with the consumer sporadically concentrates management style,
using the experience of previous campaigns. The evolution of merchandising arranges the role of
the business plan, expanding market share. Creating a committed buyer as always unpredictable.
Based on the structure of the pyramid Maslow, service strategy justifies casual comprehensive
analysis of the situation, given current trends. Consumption, at first glance, rarely matched market
expectations. Therefore, the redistribution of budget is quite doable.  The strategic planning process
distorts the strategic planning process, expanding market share. Assortment policy of the company
determines consumer rebranding, being aware of the social responsibility of business. Search
advertising broadcasts exclusive comprehensive analysis of the situation while working on the
project. PR monotonously increases repeated contact, given current trends. Psychology of
perception of advertising specifies the system analysis, regardless of the cost. Marketing-oriented
edition paradoxically creates niche projects, despite the actions of competitors.  Exhibition induces
media mix, increasing competition. Market positioning is not critical. Promotion analyzing the results
of the advertising campaign, transforms creative regaining its market share. Marketing orders
exclusive image formation, realizing marketing as part of the production. Point impact consciously
market stabilizes formation of the image, using the experience of previous campaigns. In
accordance with the law TSipfa, the format of the event has been badly synchronizes the image of
regaining market segment.  
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